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Email Subject : Midtown Plan Needs Less Density
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: Anthony & Brenda Ward-Smith 
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Johanne Trudeau 
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Sheran Jankowski
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Steve Jankowski
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Atul and Sangita Shah
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Firas Kitmitto
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Robert Schultz 
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Oliver Wagner
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Christine Miron
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Stacey and Jon Aikman
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Derek Quinlan
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Chris Evans
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Siegfried N Schultz
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multiple emails were received by the Clerk's Department with the same message. Names and the message can be seen below.
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Dear Mayor Burton and Council,I am NOT IN FAVOUR of the proposed OPA plan for Midtown. •     We want a complete community - one that reflects a mix of built form that includes low rise multi-unit, and mid-rise construction to encourage raising families and housing seniors. •     We want a density level and population plan that reflects the genuine size of Midtown - 43 ha.•     We want demonstrated commitment to fighting climate change with Green Development standards and policies that require solar green roofs, solar capture equipment, rainwater capture and re-use, bird friendly, timber frame construction and more!Please, take steps immediately to correct the flaws in the proposed Official Plan Amendment. 
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Stephen  Johnson
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Dear Mayor Burton and Council,I am NOT IN FAVOUR of the proposed OPA plan for Midtown.•     We want a complete community - one that reflects a mix of built form that includes low rise multi-unit, and mid-rise construction to encourage raising families and housing seniors.•     We want a density level and population plan that reflects the genuine size of Midtown - 43 ha.•     We want demonstrated commitment to fighting climate change with Green Development standards and policies that require solar green roofs, solar capture equipment, rainwater capture and re-use, bird friendly, timber frame construction and more!In addition to these points—I am a 30 year old professional looking to start a family. These high-rise towers and limited community resources meet none of my needs, nor the needs of any family I would have. Please, take steps immediately to correct the flaws in the proposed Official Plan Amendment. Sincerely,
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Dear Mayor Burton and CouncilI am NOT IN FAVOUR of the proposed OPA plan for MidtownI would like to see the following:1`A complete community.One that reflects a mix of built form that includesLow rise multi unit and mid rise construction to encourage raising familiesand housing seniors.2`A density level and population plan that reflects the genuine sizeof Midtown- 43ha.3` A demonstrated commitment to fighting climate change withGreen Development standards and policies that require the following and more.solar green roofssolar capture equipmentrainwater capturere-use bird friendly timber frame constructionPlease take steps immediately to correct the flaws in the proposed Official Plan Amendment.Thank you for everything you do to make our community the best it can be and please don't give up being the leaders that you have been in our town planning.best regardsdeborah norman
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Dear Mayor Burton and Council,I am NOT IN FAVOUR of the proposed OPA plan for Midtown.•	We want a complete community - one that reflects a mix of built form that includes low rise multi-unit, and mid-rise construction to encourage raising families and housing seniors. •	We want a density level and population plan that reflects the genuine size of Midtown - 43 ha.•	We want demonstrated commitment to fighting climate change with Green Development standards and policies that require solar green roofs, solar capture equipment, rainwater capture and re-use, bird friendly, timber frame construction and more!Please, take steps immediately to correct the flaws in the proposed Official Plan Amendment. We have been residents of Oakville for over 25 years and are very concerned about the direction the Town of Oakville is heading.  NO more high density growth in Oakville!  Sincerely,Barbara Warnick
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Dear Councilors and Mayor of OakvilleWe have lived in South East Oakville for 27 years.  We utilize the Midtown area daily; by car and by foot.  Over the years, we have witnessed extreme growth in and around Oakville.  We have also witnessed extreme traffic congestion and major car and pedestrian accidents in the Midtown area.  Increasing the density to what is proposed is only going to make an already bad issue even worse.  We are NOT IN FAVOUR of the proposed OPA plan for Midtown.  It does not create a livable area consistent with the vision for Oakville.  Oakville GO station is the busiest station in the entire GO transit network of stations.  We want Midtown to be a pleasant place to live and walk/drive through without added stress and worry.  We do not want further traffic congestion and environmentally unfriendly tall buildings stealing our landscape.  To the councilors that think that they should vote for the current plan because it is not their ward so that their ward won't be impacted with new high-rises - that thinking is not consistent with your position to represent both your ward and the Town. This plan will affect every resident of Oakville.   If the current plan goes ahead, all wards could, one day, be subject to the same poor planning and Oakville can therefore forget its vision.  After watching the delegations in Feb, reading information sent by our ward 3 counsellors, and reading other concerned citizen assessments, we have concluded that it absolutely does not create a livable area consistent with the vision for Oakville.  The proposed density of 400-700 ppl/ha is well over the provincial requirement of 200.  Please have your planning staff change the plan to a more reasonable 200 ppl/ha and please conduct a traffic study before you approve anything.  We all want Midtown to be a great place to live without the traffic congestion and tall buildings. Please do the right thing and rework the OPA before it’s too late.Thank youTracey Carr Snyder and Dan Snyder
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Dear Mayor Burton and Council,                                                         We are  NOT IN FAVOUR of the proposed OPA plan for Midtown. ·     We want a complete community - one that reflects a mix of built form that includes low rise multi-unit, and mid-rise construction to encourage raising families and housing seniors. ·     We want a density level and population plan that reflects the genuine size of Midtown - 43 ha.·     We want demonstrated commitment to fighting climate change with Green Development standards and policies that require solar green roofs, solar capture equipment, rainwater capture and re-use, bird friendly, timber frame construction and more! Please, take steps immediately to correct the flaws in the proposed Official Plan Amendment. Sincerely,                  John  and  Eleanor Carroll
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